Year 7 Curriculum Spring Term
English
As readers


develop an appreciation and love of
reading
reading challenging literature,
including in particular, poems with a
wide coverage of genres, historical
periods, forms and authors
recognising a range of poetic
conventions and understanding how
these have been used
study setting, plot, & characterisation,
and the effects of these
understand different interpretations of
a novel/play
making critical comparisons across
texts
studying a range of authors, including
at least two authors in depth each
year.









Mathematics
















stories, scripts, poetry and other
imaginative writing
applying their growing knowledge of
vocabulary, grammar & text structure to
their writing & selecting the appropriate
form
drawing on knowledge of literary and
rhetorical devices from their reading &
listening to enhance the impact of writing
Make notes and polished scripts for talks
and presentations
demonstrate a range of other narrative and
non-narrative texts, including arguments,
and personal and formal letters
summarise and organising material, and
supporting ideas and arguments with any
necessary factual detail
Amend the vocabulary, grammar and
structure of their writing to improve its
coherence and overall effectiveness

Rounding
Order of operations
Mental methods of multiplication
& division
Written methods of
multiplication
Written methods of division
Calculator methods
Units of measurement
Converting between metric units











study the effectiveness and impact of the
grammatical features of the texts they read
draw on new vocabulary and grammatical
constructions from their reading & listening, &use
these consciously in their writing &
speech to achieve effects
Give short speeches &
presentations, expressing their
own ideas and keeping to the point
improvise, rehearseand perform play scripts and
poetry in order to generate language and discuss
language use and meaning
study the effectiveness and impact of the
grammatical features of the texts they read
Use Standard English confidently in their own
writing and speech
participate in formal debates & structured
discussions, summarising and/or
building on what has been said









As artists




Algebra








Ratio & proportion

Square, cube & roots
Straight line graphs
Equations

Elements, atoms & compounds
Reactions: burning, decomposition, endo & exothermic
Organs & organisms
The structure & functions of the human skeleton, & bio
mechanics
The structure & functions of the gas exchange system in
humans; the mechanism of breathing to move air in and out of
the lungs
The impact of exercise, asthma & smoking on the human gas
exchange system
Waves, sound & energy
Detecting sound – the function of the ear
Echoes & ultrasound




Properties of triangles
Properties of quadrilaterals
2-D representations of 3-D
shapes
Constructing bisectors
Constructing triangles




Ratio
Proportion

History

As historians





How Medieval Monarchs Kept Control
Students learn about the different methods of control that
were used by medieval monarchs. Students will evaluate how
successful the medieval monarchs were.
Medieval Life
Students will learn about medieval life in the towns
and countryside including living conditions
and the impact of the Black Death.

Computing
As computer technologists

Create sketchbooks to record drawing and montage
ideas with annotated samples including ceramics
Mix and blend colours in paint.
Use a variety of approaches to generate ideas
Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products against a
specification, taking into account the views of intended users &
other interested groups.
How to store, prepare &
cook food safely & hygienically
The importance of
a healthy diet as depicted in
the eatwell plate










Design & use computational algorithms that model the
state or behaviour of the real world

Use a graphical programming language to solve
computational problems

Understand simple Boolean logic & some of its
uses in programming
 Use technology respectfully & responsibly

.

Personalised Learning

As learners
 Focus on reading and writing according to the
student’s needs

The probability scale
Equally likely outcomes
Mutually exclusive outcomes
Experimental probability
Comparing probabilities

As scientists





Creative Technology

Geometry

Probability

Science





As grammar experts/speakers and
listeners

M– As mathematicians

Number




As writers

Modern

As linguists





Ask about places in a town



Understand regular verbs

Ask questions
Ordering drinks & snacks & making arrangements to
go out

Physical





Languages

Geography











The British Isles
What are the British
Isles like?
What gives the British Isles identity?
Population distribution in the UK
Weathering, rocks and rivers
Changing earth
Classification of rocks
Shaping the landscape
Rock types and scenery – Limestone and Granite
Rivers and river flooding

Music

As musicians

Further develop ensemble playing & singing with
more complex music

Develop ukulele & keyboard playing skills

Read staff notation more fluently
 Listen and play music by Beethoven

Education

Cross country
Increasing the fitness levels of students
Enhancing throwing, catching and motor skills (Netball,
basketball)
Dance

As geographers

Religious



Studies

What are the challenges for a Muslim teenager today?
Is this the only life there is?

